Focused motor stereotypies do not require enhanced activation of neurons in striosomes.
Stereotypic motor behavior is a widespread phenomenon of many neurologic and psychiatric disorders. Studies on the mechanisms controlling motor stereotypies have focused on the role of dopamine in modulating the activity of basal ganglia neuronal circuits, and recent results demonstrated that stereotypic motor responses characteristic of psychomotor stimulant sensitization correlate with an enhanced activation of neurons located in striatal striosomes that substantially exceeds that of the surrounding matrix. The present study tested whether predominant striosomal activation is a general predictor for stereotypy. Wild-type and dopamine D(2) and D(3) receptor knockout mice were treated either three times with methamphetamine (METH; 3 x 5 mg/kg every 2 hours) or once with a full D(1) agonist. Depending on the genotype, both treatments elicit the same focused stereotypy (taffy pulling). Repeated METH-treatment elicits intense stereotypy in wild-type and D(3) mutants but not in D(2) single and D(2)/D(3) double mutants. The stereotypic response of wild-type and D(3) mutants correlates with a predominant activation of neurons located in striosomes. No striosomal predominance is detected in METH-treated D(2) single and D(2)/D(3) double mutants. In contrast, D(2) single and D(2)/D(3) double mutants exhibited the most severe stereotypic response to D(1)-agonist treatment. However, this treatment did not result in enhanced striosomal activation. Thus, whereas the expression of stereotypy in response to repeated METH treatment requires D(2) receptor expression, D(2) receptor expression diminishes stereotypic responses to an acute dose of a D(1) agonist. Enhanced striosomal activation, however, is a reliable indicator of D(1)- and D(2)-receptor coactivation but not a predictor for repetitive motor behavior in general.